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Nerd: DragonSlayer666

Comedy series for youth - 2017
Duration: 8 x 12 min / 4 x 25 min HD, M&E
Production: Dionysos Films
Director: Aleksi Delikouras
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
Pre-teen, Teenagers
A comedy series on eSports, and one young man’s quest to put together the ultimate team and
conquer the world. Or in this case, to take part in the world famous eSports tournment in Jönköping,
Sweden. But there will be obstacles on the way, the likes of the Mother. A humorous series about a
19-year old gamer DragonSlayer666, who’s mum destroys his computer. To be a professional player
and to realize his dream, he’s forced to step out of his room, face the real world and learn the
meaning of friendship and team work. The film is based on a popular and award-winning novel
series, written by Aleksi Delikouras.

Alma de Sant Pere
Feature film – 2016
Duration: 90 min, HD
Production: Vegetarian Films
Language: Spanish
Available: Nordic TV, VOD
Five young people from Barcelona are reaching for their dreams, owning their first million,
no matter how. When the real estate bubble
bursts, everything collapses, and they have to
own up to their responsibilities. Alma de Sant
Pere gives the financial crises a humane face.

Blind Donna
Comedy series - 2018
Duration: 10 x 24 min HD, M&E
Production: Production House Ltd
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
Co-production: NRK

How does it feel when every date is a blind date?
Donna is a 27-year-old woman looking for love. Her partner, the
egocentric bassoon player André, suddenly leaves her after six years, and
Donna is left alone in their big house. To make the situation even worse,
André wants the house for himself and his new, young girlfriend. However,
Donna decides to move on and find the prince of her dreams.
BLIND DONNA is a fresh version of a romantic comedy, but at the same
time it shows the dirty realities of the dating game. The style of the series
is raunchy and politically incorrect: the impairment of the main character
is not pitied, neither are her mistakes glorified. BLIND DONNA is full of
twisted humour and embarrassment stretched to its limits.

In the Footsteps of
Young Werther
Feature film – 2013
Duration: 90 min, HD
Production: Vegetarian Films
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
A father and a son who do not know each
other, but would have liked to. A story about
getting free from a burden that has been
carried for years, and of a first love.

Conversations
Between Men
“Morbid Stories” is a macabre black
comedy series in four independent,
partly overlapping episodes linked
together by the cast. The series
parodies the phenomena of our
time; reality TV, stereotypes, success,
idols and gender roles.
Episode 1 – Friends in High Places
Episode 2 – Hockey Wife
Episode 3 – The Maypole
Episode 4 – What Really Happened?

Morbid Stories
Drama series - 2016
Duration: 4 x 45 min, HD
Production: Solar Films Inc.
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD

Feature film - 2013
Duration: 90 min, HD
Production: Vegetarian Films
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
A succesful novelist faces some difficult
questions as he starts to write a novel on the
war in Yugoslavia. A novel is born, and with it
the writer becomes an artist.

Unexpected Journey
Feature film - 2017
Duration: 75 min, HD
Production: Solar Films Inc.
Available: TV, VOD
Veikko is an old racist fart, who has lives in an
apartment block filled with a colourful selection of refugees and immigrants. Kamal is a
17-year-old boy, who dreams of moving to Kenia, to live with his father. Veikko hires Kamal
to drive him to his cottage, with a few turns
on the way. On the road Veikko and Kamal
learn a great deal and start to like each other.

Rolli and
the Golden Key
Fantasy feature film - 2013
86 min, HD
Producuction: MRP Matila Röhr
Productions
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
A flock of storks fly in the misty sky,
all carrying white bundles. One of
the bundles falls down, and with it
a little girl called Juniper ends up in
a strange world. She meets an old
troll called Rolli who tells the girl his
own, eventful story. The girl and the
troll become friends, and together
they encounter a dangerous threat
against the fairytale woods.

Rolli and the Secret of All Time
Fantasy feature film - 2016 80 min, HD Producuction: MRP Matila Röhr Productions

Available: Worldwide TV, VOD

Rolli and little girl Juniper decide to find out the way to The Beginning of All Time. They are in for the greatest adventure of their
lives. This demands resourcefulness, defiance, courage and open minds.

Uku-Uku’s Enchanted Jungle
Animated fairy tale - 2017
24 min HD, M&E
Studio: GS Animation Production: Epidem
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD

The Urban Jungle
Nature & Travel Documentary - 2017
6 x 30 min, HD, M&E
Production: DocArt
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
In this 6-episode series we take a closer look at the nature
that surrounds us in the city, the wild animals, the urban
agriculture, the parks, the various natural playgrounds, and
the healing power that nature has, even in the city. Our
relationship with nature is changing, and the people in the
city play a role in solving the environmental problems, and
creating a sustainable future.
Part of the Suomi Finland 100 programming

Seventeen

Uku-Uku’s Enchanted Jungle tells the story of two little
girls who are both lonely, but for different reasons. Saskia
is a traveller who is always on the road with her granny
and the lion Arno. Marie has a leg injury which means she
walks with a limp. She feels lonely because her cousin, Tina,
doesn’t want her company. But when Saskia and Marie get
together, an ordinary greenhouse turns into a fantasy world,
and problems have surprising solutions. The story and the
visuals are inspired by Henri Rousseau’s paintings.

Documentary drama – 2017
3 x 50 min, HD
Production: Yle
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
The documentary drama Seventeen tells two intertwining
stories from the year 1917, the year when Finland gained its
independence. Olivia and Iita are two 17-year-old girls
struggling towards independence. At the same time Finland,
under the leadership of the then Prime Minister Oskari Tokoi,
struggles to free itself from the reign of Russia.

Albi The Snowman &
Albi Saves Christmas
Children’s animation - 2014, 2016, 2017
Production: Hima Light Ltd.
26 x 5 min + 15 min Christmas Special
Non-verbal, HD, Pre-school

ALBI is a jovial snowman, who lives in the land of
eternal snow, together with a little birdie and a
worm.

Crazy - Crazier - Junior High
Animation - 2015, 2017 Season 1: 8 x 5 min NEW: Season 2/ 4 x 5 min
Creator: Tuomas Toivainen   HD, M&E   Schoolchildren
Schoolboys with their zits and hormones are the heroes in this satiric
animation series. Antti, the main character is 13 years old, and together
with his best pals Kalle and Keijo they meet all sorts of puzzling
characters both at school and in their free time. This series became
vastly popular among the target audience in Finland, no wonder since
the creator himself is 17 years of age.

Part of the Suomi Finland 100 programming

Independence Day Ball
Drama - 2017
70 min, HD
Production: Yle
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
Co-production: DR, NRK, SVT and RUV
A warm and funny road movie of a famous, young
philosopher Bruno, who tries to make it from Lapland
to the President’s Independence Day Ball in Helsinki,
but ends up in “real” Finland instead, meeting those
who are never invited to such grand parties. In the end,
Bruno misses the ball, but learns to understand life in
our tough, modern world.

#trumpland
Documentary - 2017
55 min, HD, M&E
Production: Yle
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
McDowell County in West Virginia has faced the
structural changes in the American economy in a
large scale. In the ‘60s there were 100.000 inhabitants in the county. There are only 18.000 left. It is
also one of the most impoverished counties in the
United States. It has also always been one of the
major areas for the Democrats. But the situation
has changed: in the last Presidential Elections, 3
out of 4 voted for Donald Trump.

I’m Somewhere

Russia - 100 Years Later
Documentary - 2017
55 min, HD, M&E
Production: Yle
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
The Bolshevik revolution of 1917 created the first ever
communist superpower and the Soviet Union played a
major role in world politics throughout the 20th century.
26 years ago the USSR disappeared from world stage.
What do we have today? A 100 years later, Russia is an
aggressive, autocratic, anti-Western country where
military rhetorics play a key role in everyday politics.
Russia’s legacy today is created with a strong accent to
the Soviet past, especially to WWII and the victory over
Nazi Germany.
Today, Stalin is no longer remembered as a paranoid
tyrant who killed millions of innocent Soviet citizens, but
as a clever warlord and leader. There is one episode in the
Soviet history though, which is largely ignored in the
Kremlin propaganda: The October Revolution. Revolution
is by definition a bad word to Vladimir Putin.

The Grosser Mercedes
Documentary - 2017
45 min, HD, M&E
Production: Videoverkko
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
C. G. E. Mannerheim, the former president of
Finland, received as a gift an armoured MercedesBenz 770 Offener Tourenwagen from Hitler in 1941.
It was the most expensive car in the world at that
time. The car was soon sold, first to Sweden and
from there to the United States. From the year
1984 it has been in the possession of William Lyon,
a retired U.S. Air Force Major General in his private
car museum.

Documentary – 2017
58 min, HD
Production: Yle
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
What‘s everyday life like with no short-term memory? For years, the journalist Tuula Rajavaara recorded her mother Aili
Rajavaara suffering from a memory disorder. Aili lived at home and on a respite ward. Together, mother and daughter
tackle the evermore surreal everyday life. I’m Somewhere is an insight into the unique world of memory disorder. The
focus is on Aili and her endless joy of life. With her example, Aili wants to remove the stigma on memory disorders and
show that life won’t end with the diagnosis. Managing life with her is the frustrated daughter. Bubbly humour makes
anxious moments easier.

Love of the Wild
Nature series
Season 1: 12 x 28 min 2016
Season 2: 12 x 28 min 2017
Season 3: 12 x 28 min In Production
Production: NTRNZ media Ltd.
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD
HD, M&E
Love of the Wild follows the lives of
five people who all breathe and live
through nature. The programme
provides a fresh and youthful perspective to a natural way of life of
which hunting and fishing are an
integral part. The series introduces
the most fascinating Nordic hunting
and fishing locations, diving deep
into the lives of true wilderness
enthusiasts. We see Finnish and
Nordic wildlife action more closely
and genuinely than ever before.

Sound Tracker S3
Music Program Series
Season 1 2014 - 8 x 48 min
Season 2 2015 - 6 x 48 min
Season 3 2018 - 6 x 48 min
HD, M/E
Production: GIMMEYAWALLET
Available: Worldwide TV, VOD

Finnish Emmy Winner 2014:
Best Music TV Series
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Sound Tracker Season 3 will hit the screens again in early 2018.
After 2 seasons its time to travel again to far flung places for some new
sounds and experiences! 6 brand new episodes from 6 countries.
Colombia, Israel and Palestine, Japan, Russia and Ireland opened their
musical and cultural doors to us, to hear, see and experience the vibrancy
of our world.
In these times of division and anger, let’s focus on what unites us and what
makes our world so special.
Mind blowing music, culture, opinions and outlooks on life from all around
the world is about to explode on your tv and computer screens again.

Finnish Emmy Winner 2015:
Best Current Affair and Documentary Series
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